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Hajautettu sähköntuotanto on yleistynyt ja vaihtosuuntaaja pohjaiset laitteet ovat lisääntyneet 

sähköverkossa mm. aurinko- ja tuulivoiman muodossa. Sähköverkko operaattorit ovat joutuneet 

sopeutumaan muutokseen ja päivittämään verkkovaatimuksiaan vastaamaan paremmin muuttu-

nutta tilannetta. Verkkovaatimukset määräävät ohjeet koskien laitteiden turvallisuutta sekä toi-

minnallisuutta normaalissa, että vikatilanteissa. Toiminnalliset vaatimukset koskevat usein säh-

kön laatua, taajuuden ja jännitteen säätöä, häiriönkestoa, pätö- ja loistehon syöttöä normaaliti-

lanteissa sekä loistehon syöttöä verkon häiriön aikana. Myös saarekkeen tunnistus on usein vaa-

dittava toiminnallisuus nykypäivänä. 

 

Vaatimukset verkkoon liittymisestä tulevat verkko-operaattorilta, mutta pohjautuvat useimmiten 

alan voimassaoleviin standardeihin. Vaihtosuuntaajavalmistajan näkökulmasta, laitteelle voidaan 

hakea laite sertifikaattia, joka vähentää voimalaitos rakentajan todistustaakkaa käyttöönotto vai-

heessa. Vaatimusten noudattaminen tulee osoittaa yrityksen sisäisessä hyväksyntätestauksessa, 

mutta myös hyväksyntälaitosten sertifiointi kokeissa. Testauksen hinta on yleensä korkea ja pro-

sessi aikaa vievää. Testaus on kuitenkin pakollista varmistaakseen tuotteen laatu ja osoittaak-

seen tuotteen täyttävän vaatimukset. Työn motiivina on löytää perinteisille testausmetodeille mie-

lekkäämpi tapa testata verkkovaatimuksia. 

 

Hardware-in-the-loop simulointi on yleistynyt tehoelektroniikka laitteiden testauksessa. Viimeisten 

vuosien aikana HIL simulaattorien hinnat ovat laskeneet ja laskentakapasiteetti noussut. Vallitse-

vaksi tekniikaksi on muodostunut FPGA pohjaiset toteutukset. FPGA tarjoaa rinnakkaista lasken-

takapasiteettia edullisesti, mitä reaaliaikainen tehoelektroniikkalaitteen simulointi tarvitsee. Simu-

laattorin käyttö laskee tilantarvetta, pienentää energian kulutusta, parantaa turvallisuutta ja tuo 

näin kustannussäästöjä. Simuloinnissa käytetään mukana testattavan laitteen fyysisiä kom-

ponentteja, useimmiten säädinyksikön sulautettua järjestelmää. Näin testataan implementoitujen 

algoritmien toiminta yhdessä elektroniikka komponenttien kanssa.  

 

Työssä tutkittiin yleisimpiä verkkoon liittymiseen toiminnallisia vaatimuksia. Työssä myös pereh-

dyttiin HIL simuloinnin suorituskykyyn ja tarkkuuteen vaikuttaviin ominaisuuksiin. Simuloinnin suo-

rituskykyyn vaikuttaa mm. simulointi askeleen pituus, AD ja DA muunnoksien tarkkuudet ja no-

peudet, sekä mallinnuksen oikeellisuus. Kytkeville tehoelektroniikan hakkureille tärkeäksi ominai-

suudeksi osoittautuu PWM signaalin resoluutio. Liian pieni näytteistystaajuus aiheuttaa ei halut-

tua välkyntää mallin lähtöihin.  

 

Työssä vertailtiin kaupallisesti tarjolla olevan Typhoon HIL reaaliaikasimulaattorin tuloksia oikean 

laitteen tuloksiin. Dynaamisia ilmiöitä vertailtiin verkon jännite vika testillä. Testit osoittavat jännit-

teen ja virran vastaavat riittävällä tarkkuudella toisiaan ja rakennettua systeemiä voisi käyttää 

verkkovaatimusten noudattamisen varmistamiseen.  
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ABSTRACT 

Henri Laine: Grid code compliance testing using HIL system 

Master of Science Thesis 

Tampere University 

Master’s Degree Program in Electrical Engineering 

April 2020 

Examiners: Professor Sami Repo, Assistant Professor Petros Karamanakos 

 

Distributed energy production has become more common, and inverter-based devices have 

increased in the grid because of solar and wind energy. Transmission system operators have had 

to adapt to the changing situation, and they have updated grid requirements to better consider 

the used devices. Requirements consider grid operational safety and functionalities in normal and 

abnormal situations. Most requirements apply for power quality, fault tolerance, active and 

reactive power control in normal operation and reactive current injection during the fault. The 

island detection is also required feature in many grid codes. 

 

Grid code requirements come from transmission system operators but are often based on existing 

industry standards. From an inverter manufacturer’s view, inverter unit can get a unit certificate, 

which reduce power plant certification responsibilities in deployment phase. Compliance must be 

demonstrated by company’s internal acceptance testing as well as certification institution 

certification tests. The cost of testing is usually high, and it is time consuming. However, testing 

is mandatory to ensure product quality and to prove product compliance. The purpose of the 

thesis is to find a more meaningful way to test grid code requirements compared with traditional 

testing methods. 

 

Hardware-in-the-loop simulation has become more common in power electronic device testing. 

During the last years, HIL simulator costs have decreased while computing capacity has 

increased. FPGA based simulators have become the dominant technique. FPGA provides the 

parallel computing capacity at a low cost that is needed for the real-time power electronics device 

simulation. Using the HIL simulator reduces space requirement, reduces energy consumption, 

improve safety and thus, saves total costs. The simulation uses the hardware of the device being 

tested, most often the embedded system of the control unit. This test the operation of 

implemented algorithms in combination with electronic components. 

 

In this thesis the most common functional requirements for grid code is examined. The thesis also 

explores the performance and accuracy of HIL simulation. The performance of the simulation is 

influenced by for example simulation step length, accuracy and speed of AD and DA conversions, 

and modeling accuracy. PWM signal resolution turns out to be an important feature for switching 

power electronics converters. Too low a sampling rate causes undesirable flicker at the model 

outputs. 

 

In this study compared the results of a commercially available Typhoon HIL real-time simulator 

with the results of a real device. Dynamic phenomena were compared with the network voltage 

failure test. The tests showed that the voltage and current are behaving almost as expected, and 

the system can be used ensuring the grid codes compliance.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Use of renewable energy sources, distributed energy production and regenerated applications 

have become more common in recent decades. Specially wind turbine, photo voltaic and battery 

storages installations have grown rapidly. Growing capacity has increased these technologies 

impact to the grid stability and reliability. Requirements of these technologies have been tightened 

to guarantee network operation. [1,2] 

 

Connecting an electrical source to a grid, the grid owner defines specific requirements for the 

connected device. These requirements are called grid codes. Purpose of the grid codes is set 

common rules to all operators and try to improve the security of the electricity network. Fulfilling 

the grid code requirements is a condition to use the power generating unit (PGU) in the specific 

area. Compliance for grid code is power plant owner responsible. Owner must be able to prove 

the correct operation of the power plant. Device manufactures can get product certificate, which 

simplify the testing process between the power plant owner and the network company. Grid code 

unit certification can be admitting example inverter units. Certification process happens in coop-

eration with verified standard institutions, which gives the certificate for valid product.  

 

Testing and certification process are typically heavy for the manufacturing company if looking 

financial and time costs. Companies may have to do new product releases because of product 

development or bug fixing. Continuous software and hardware updates cause easily problems 

from a testing and certification perspective. According to previous, can be inferred easily that grid 

code testing is wanted to implement using automatically and repeatable system to ensure new 

versions compatible with the grid codes.  

 

Hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) simulation is a real time testing technique for embedded systems. In 

HIL simulation, part of the system is modelled with a mathematical model which interacts with the 

tested device’s physical hardware part. In addition to traditional software testing, the technique 

expand testing to concern the real hardware environment of the embedded system. This provides 

the ability to test real-time functions and timings. HIL is used for complex systems, which need 

an accurately modelled real time plant simulation. It has become a commonly used testing method 

embedded control systems in automotive, aerospace and power electronic industries. [3] 

 

Compared with real system, HIL simulation removes large physical components from the real 

system and saves space and material costs[4]. Accurately modelled plant model allows to test 

embedded system behavior like in real system. HIL simulation advantages are low costs of test-

ing, small risk to break expensive devices, ability to easily change the setup and possibility to 

make comprehensive automated testing using one setup. According to these features, HIL is 

considered testing method of grid code testing process. [5] 

 

Danfoss corporation sell grid converters and regenerative inverter units from kilowatt systems to 

multimegawatt systems around the world. Testing the whole power scale with several countries 

grid codes in the laboratory is expensive and slow process. The motivation for the thesis is find 

more clever way to test grid code functionality than traditional laboratory testing. The thesis is 

investing how HIL technique fits to grid code compliance testing and development process. While 
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the target is to spark a debate about technology validation for certification institutions, the main 

goal is to study HIL technology as a tool for pre-testing. 

 

The thesis takes a review of for inverter-based device grid codes and second chapter make study 

for common grid code functionality, properties and testing methods. Chapter handles mainly grid 

codes and testing standard which are used in United States, German and Europe. When scope 

is investigating testing with HIL technique, is study of HIL systems and software testing principle 

done. Third chapter introduces hardware-in-the-loop simulation technique, software testing prin-

ciple and grid code specific testing requirements and properties.  

 

Second purpose of the thesis was built working prototype and evaluate the suitability for the grid 

code testing. Fourth chapter introduce build HIL test system. Test system performance is re-

searched and analyzed in chapter five. Analysis focuses on comparing real laboratory setup per-

formance to HIL setup. 
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2. GRID CODES 

Electricity production has traditionally been done with synchronous generators in large power 

plants. Synchronous generators have evolved a good ability to produce reactive current as a 

result of its long development. Synchronous generators have naturally large rotor inertia, which 

is useful for voltage support in short interruptions and primary energy production has been steady 

and predictable. Generators and system controller cooperation has improved for years, and grid 

stability has not been limiting factor for network usage. Nowadays production is moving towards 

distributed energy production and inverter technologies, which brings new challenges to grid sta-

bility. Inverters do not have similar reactive current tolerance than synchronous generators during 

the disturbance. In many distributed energy sources, the primary energy varies for example ac-

cording to wind speed or solar radiation, which can lead to a power system instability issue. Power 

electronic device has still its own benefits and for example fast load control offers different control 

strategies to the stability challenge. [2] 

 

There is defined common rules for grid connected devices, which are called grid codes. Grid 

codes set limits for power quality, frequency and voltage control, technical connecting require-

ments and fault event operation. Grid code requirements are updated to the changed situation of 

the energy production and they focus to securing grid stability even when a large amount of re-

newable is connected. The goal of grid codes is preventing financial losses due to unnecessary 

power outages and give clearly defined requirements for device manufactures.  

 

Continental area can have umbrella organization, which defines common guidelines and mini-

mum standards to its subordinates’ organizations. In Europe is operate European Network of 

Transmission System Operators for Electricity (ENTSO-E). In this thesis, when talking about EN-

TSO-E, is referred to the EU commission regulation 2016/631, which describes the base acts of 

grid requirements in the EU region. [6] 

 

The actual grid codes are defined by the transmission system operators (TSO’s) who set their 

own requirements for power sources connection in the national electricity grid. These require-

ments try to follow umbrella organizations common instructs but gives more specific information 

for connection and operation in the national grid. [7] TSO of Finland is Fingrid and it defines 

general system requirements for grid connected device’s in Finland region. Requirements of Fin-

grid are based on ENTSO-E as like many other EU countries grid requirements. There may be 

several TSO’s in the country and for example in German there are four different TSO’s: Trans-

netBW, TenneT, Amprion and 50Hertz Transmission. [6] 

 

Grid codes are harmonized also by general standards. Standards can be referred in grid codes, 

or it can be taken use with small national modifications. DIN and VDE have established compre-

hensive standards for grid converters and are used in German. VDE technical guideline for me-

dium voltage power plant: BDEW-2008 Generating Plants Connected to the Medium-Voltage Net-

work has come a significant standard because of German pioneering of photovoltage markets [7 

, p. 31]. BDEW-2008 is changing new standards, VDE-AR-N 4110 medium voltage network stand-

ard. The same standard series continues for low voltage network standard VDE-AR-N 4105, and 

High voltage network standard VDE-AR-N 4120. German grid codes refer also to FGW’s technical 

guidelines. FGW-TR 3 is an electrical testing measurement guideline, which tells certifier the test-

ing procedure. FGW-TR 4 is the standard for simulation models validation and FGW-TR 8 tech-

nical guideline for certification body, which gives details for the certification process.  
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In United states, Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineer (IEEE) has publish standards for 

grid converters. For interconnection distributed resources have been developed IEEE 1547 

Standard for Interconnecting Distributed Resources with Electric Power Systems. Standard tells 

test conditions, and general requirements for distributed resources maintenance and design. UL 

1741 is a safety standard of Inverters, Converters, Controllers and Interconnection System Equip-

ment for Use with Distributed Energy Resources and also used in the USA. It is important safety 

standard and work with IEEE 1547 and is used also in other countries. [7, p. 32] 

 

Grid codes and general standards determine lots of requirement a lot of electrical safety and 

device structure property. For HIL testing view, more interesting are functional requirements. This 

chapter introduces typical grid code functional requirements for the reader. 

 

 

2.1 Power quality 

 

Grid code purpose is improved network power quality. Bad power quality can cause customer 

problems in industrial processes, device aging and worst-case scenario, device failure cause pro-

cess interruption. Power quality is combination continuity of service, voltage quality and current 

quality. Continuity of service means voltage supply without blackouts. Voltage and current quality 

measure the difference to ideal sinusoidal signal. Grid codes try to improve all these categories. 

Power quality can be divided to two categories according to disturbance sequence: variations and 

events. Variations are steady state disturbances, which haven’t got clear starting and ending 

point. Typical variations in grid voltage are frequency variations, magnitude variations, unbalance, 

fluctuations, and waveform distortions. [8] 

 

Event disturbances can be considered to have clear starting and end point. Example for events 

are grid voltage interruptions, voltage dips and transients. Interruption means situation where grid 

voltage magnitude is approximately zero or close to zero. Typically grid voltage drop is defined 

for interruptions when voltage is under 10 % from nominal [8, p. 569]. Interruptions are caused 

usually open circuit breaker, which can be caused by earth fault, scheduled maintenance or faulty 

devices. Voltage dips differs from interruption that it has residual voltage. Voltage magnitudes 

and phase angels can be changed from normal voltage. [8] 

 

The division of events and variations determines the testing process. Event based disturbance 

measurement is more straight forwarded and event starting time is usually easy triggered. Varia-

tions don’t need separately triggering, but most tests require long time interval recording and 

analyzing. Variations are focused in many EMC-standards, which are define power quality re-

quirements. Public distribution voltage quality standard EN50160 is used low and medium voltage 

systems in Europe. [7] Other often used standards series are IEEE-519 and IEC-61000 series. 

IEEE-519 is used in USA and IEC 61000 mostly in European grid codes. IEC-61000-4 is standard 

for testing and measurement techniques and limits and VDE-4110, FGW and UL1741 refers for 

that. These introduced standards describes testing methods for harmonic, flickering and other 

power quality measurements and define limits.  
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2.1.1 Harmonics and flicker 
 

 

Waveform distortions has been described as harmonic components. A harmonic component is a 

signal sinusoidal component, whose frequency is multiple of the fundamental frequency and an 

integer. Inter-harmonic is used name harmonic frequencies, which cannot construct integers and 

fundamental frequency multiple. Sub-harmonic is harmonic distortion, which locate lower than 

fundamental frequency. Current and voltage harmonics are used power quality indicator for three-

phase power systems. Harmonics causing overheating in transformers and neutral cable, and 

malfunctions in electric devices. Harmonics are caused by nonlinear loads, transformers, energy 

saving lights, electronics and rectifiers. The proportion of these devices has increased and is still 

growing, which is why looking at harmonics is important nowadays to guarantee grid power qual-

ity. [8, p. 112] 

 

Harmonics can be measured from current and voltage. In small voltage devices are typically 

measured only current harmonics like in low-voltage distribution network standard VDE-AR-N 

4105 and IEEE 1547. Current distortion has an impact to voltage quality due to source impedance 

and most medium voltage grid codes limits both current and voltage harmonics. [9] Grid codes 

define limits for feed-in harmonic currents in point of common coupling (PCC). For each individual 

harmonic has given percent limit of device nominal current. The VDE medium voltage standard 

VDE-4110 define limits for each harmonic current up to 40th while the IEEE’s distributed energy 

resource interconnection standard IEEE1547:2018-2 set limits up to 50th. Inter-harmonics can be 

also limited, and example IEC 61000-3-7 define limits for the inter-harmonics. 

 

In addition to individual harmonics being limited, the sum of all harmonics is also usually limited. 

Often used quantity for harmonics is total harmonic distortion (THD), which regards the other 

harmonics to the fundamental wave. Similar indices have been developed and for example, the 

IEEE 1547 use indicator for total rated current distortion (TRD) instead of THD. The TRD com-

pares total harmonics to the rated current of the device.  

 

Harmonic measurements use different time windows for recording and analyzing. IEEE’s Har-

monic control in electric power systems requirement IEEE-519 defines very short time measure-

ment, short time measurement and statistical evaluation periods. Very short time measurement 

measure harmonics for 3 seconds period, where 50 Hz system is calculated 15 sample mean for 

10 consecutive fundamental period windows. Short time measurement is considered 10-minute 

period based mean value of 200 3 second harmonic RMS value. Statistical evaluation is made 

recording 3 s and 10-minute values 24h or 7 days. During that period, depending on the require-

ment, 99% or 95% of values have to fit defined limits during that period. [10, pp. 4-5] IEC testing 

and measurement characteristic for power quality is introduced in EMC standard IEC-61000-4-

30 and for harmonic measurement is complemented by standard for measurement of waveform 

distortion IEC 61000-4-7. [8, p. 323] 

 

In addition to harmonic distortions, power quality can also be measured by other metrics. One 

unwanted phenomenon is grid voltage magnitude fast changes, which are called fluctuations. 

Fluctuations are consequence fast changing loads, for example use of welding machines or in-

duction motor start-up sequence. [8, pp. 82-83] Voltage fluctuation causing visible flickering effect 

on lights. Flicker emissions is used power quality indicator, and there is lots of limitations for 

flickering in EMC standards. Grid codes are also considered flicker emissions for network con-

nected devices through EMC standards. IEC has electromagnetic standard series IEC-61000 
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where flickering term calculation and measurement methods has described in standard IEC 

61000-4-15. [8, p. 376] 

 

EMC standard IEC 61000-4-15 describes flickering with two variables, short term value 𝑃𝑠𝑡 and 

long term 𝑃𝑙𝑡. Short term 𝑃𝑠𝑡 is calculated 10-minute window and long term 𝑃𝑙𝑡 2-hour window. 

Technical report for medium and high voltage device IEC 61000-3-7, made statistical evaluation 

over one-week period. The evaluation of IEC 61000-3-7 observes that 99% of the measurements 

do not exceed certain 𝑃𝑠𝑡 and 𝑃𝑙𝑡 values. [8, p. 376]  

 

2.2 Active power 

 

Active power control is important for grid frequency support. Active power has a strong relation-

ship for grid frequency, when cable X/R ratio is high. On transmission grid, X/R ratio is high be-

cause of large cable reactance and the assumption for active power relationship to frequency is 

relevant. Active power supply to the transmission grid raises the grid frequency and vice versa 

active power use decrease the grid frequency. Because of this, active power is used to control 

grid frequency variation in transmission network. Distribution network has smaller X/R ratio and 

active power impact for grid frequency is smaller. [2] 

 

Grid codes determine active power requirements for continuous operation and abnormal condi-

tions. Continuous operation concern mostly power control modes during the small frequency var-

iations and remote control. Abnormal conditions requirements apply to grid safety during the large 

frequency variation.  

 

Active power rate of change can be limited in grid codes to make power level changes smoother. 

Device’s output power levels can change example of normal physical phenomena. Active power 

of primary energy source can rise example in photovoltage systems as the radiation level rises or 

charging power can decrease when storage battery charge is close to full. Avoiding fast power 

level changes, output power ramp rate can be limited. Limited power ramp rate makes power 

changes transients smoother. In UL 1741, ramp rate is tested active power step function, when 

active power output must stay defined borders. Active power changing rate purpose is to prevent 

power quality issues, example voltage spikes, dips and oscillations [11, p. SA29]. In addition to 

rate of changes, grid codes set requirements for TSO’s remote active power control. TSO’s re-

serve the right to limit active power level remote example in the ENTSO-E [12].  

 

Grid codes demands require that the device has to be the capability to change active power level 

to adjust the grid frequency. Power plants must decrease active power output during the over 

frequency. Devices cannot stop power fed to the grid instantly, because multiple devices simul-

taneous disconnecting causing instability on the grid. Therefore, most grid codes are defined ac-

tive power droop for frequency deviation. Figure 1 shows the grid code requirements for grid 

connected inverter units in Australia as an active power - frequency curve. The curve shows that 

at the nominal frequency, PGU can produce all available active power to grid. In over frequency 

region (50,3 Hz), active power must be reduced according to the active power - frequency curve. 

The over frequency trip point (52,5 Hz) shows the frequency, where device must stop active power 

producing immediately. Under frequency point (47 Hz) tells, where GPU is allowed to disconnect 

from the grid.  
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Figure 1. Power-frequency curve according to AS4777.2. [13] 

 

Traditional power plants have got stable primary energy, which can be used to control electrical 

network frequency variation. Wind and solar power systems don’t have usually same kind of 

power control possibility, which could be maintained without decreasing devices efficiency. Some 

grid codes allowed for wind and solar plants supply maximal available power to grid without droop 

curve. Only over and under frequency limits are defined. [9] 

 

Grid codes define also active power requirements in under frequency conditions. Small power 

generating plants has a requirement to stay up to a certain frequency limit. Grid frequency falling 

below the limit, power plant can be cut off from the grid. Bigger generating units may be required 

to rise output power in under frequency situation. ENTSO-E determine the type C (in Finland over 

10 MW and under 110 kV) and bigger power plants have to increment active power during the 

low frequency. Smaller systems do not have this requirement. [12] 

 

Storage units and charging stations has defined reverse power-frequency curve because of 

power directions. In the Figure 2 has Australian grid code AS4777.2 active power-frequency pro-

file for storage units. Active power intake must be limited when frequency is decreased under 

49,7 Hz. Over frequency stage, operation have to continue due to 52 Hz, and after that device is 

possible to disconnect. Similar requirements for storage units can be found for example VDE-AR-

N 4110. [13,14] 
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Figure 2. Power-frequency curve for storage units according to AS4777.2. [13] 

 

2.2.1 Reconnection 
 

 

The device straight full power connection might not affect system power balance significantly, but 

several devices simultaneous restarting after the failure, can cause problems for system power 

balance. For reconnection there are set own limits for current or power ramp up rate. Ramp up 

rate limits try to help controlled network recovery back to normal state. This prevent the simulta-

neous full power switching of all devices, and grid frequency and voltage controllers can manage 

changing power ramp up and grid instability is avoided. Figure 3 shows UL 1741 soft start ramp 

test requirements for current after reconnection. Current has to stay between specified ramp rate 

limits during the test. Reconnection power ramp rates are usually lower than normal ramp rates. 

BDEW-2008 set limit upper ramp rate limit to 10 percent per minute after reconnection [15, p. 51].  

 

Figure 3. Soft start ramp function according to UL 1741. [11] 

 

PGU’s reconnection after protection trip can be done from TSO’s acceptance, or automatically 

after specified delay. Automatically reconnection has defined voltage and frequency ranges, 

which the grid must reach before reconnection can be attempted. The time delay, which voltage 

and frequency have to stay defined range before trying to reconnect is possible determine. In 
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Figure 3 variable Tr describes time delay which device has to wait before reconnection attempt 

after grid status has returned back to the normal. [14] 

 

2.3 Reactive power 

 

Reactive power has similar relationship for grid voltages as active power has for frequency. In-

ductive current decreases grid voltage and capacitive current increases grid voltage. This is when 

assumed grid X/R ratio high, like transmission networks. Because of this relationship, reactive 

power is used to control grid voltage magnitude. Active power has no impact for grid voltage 

magnitude when X/R ratio is high. Distribution network has usually smaller X/R ratio, and active 

power injection becomes more important through voltage regulation. [2]  

 

2.3.1 Dynamic support 
 

 

Reactive current is used during the fault to feed the fault current and to ensure earth fault protec-

tions functionality. Fast reactive current injection during the fault, is called dynamic support. Grid 

codes define the reactive current amount as a function of the voltage dip depth. Some standards, 

example BDEW-2008, VDE-AR-N 4110 and ENTSO-E speaks k-factor, which tells the reactive 

current droop slope. Figure 4 shows VDE-AR-N 4110 reactive current curve as a function of grid 

voltage change. Blue curve is plotted when k-factor is 2 and red when k-factor is 6.  

 

Reactive current injection according to the PCC voltage does not start instantly when the voltage 

fluctuates from the nominal voltage. There is given “dead band” region, where voltage variation 

is considered to be normal and is allowed for static support rules. Reactive current injection is 

used only when dead band region is exceeded. Outside of voltage dead band region, device 

should inject reactive current by defined curve. During overvoltage inductive current is injected 

and in undervoltage capacitive current is injected.  

 

 

Figure 4. Reactive current injection curve according to the VDE-AR-N 4110. [14]  
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Dynamic reactive current injection has set minimum timing requirements. VDE-AR-N 4110 step 

response requirement to reach 90% reference value is 30 ms is and settling time is 60 ms for the 

reactive current. [14] 

 

 

2.3.2 Static support 
 

Grid codes demand reactive current control also in normal operation state. Normal state require-

ments deal mainly with different reactive current control modes. The normal operating point is 

considered when PCC voltage is inside of dynamic support dead band region. Inside of this re-

gion, PGU must work according to chosen static support method. In BDEW-2008 regulations are 

introduced 4 static reactive power control modes: voltage control mode, fixed power factor mode, 

adjustable power factor mode and fixed reactive power control mode [16]. In addition, reactive 

power control according to active power is also commonly used [7, p. 155]. The device may also 

be required to change the control mode remotely [15, p. 27].  

 

Voltage control is based on the same type of droop curve what spoken under dynamic support, 

but it is in use only with smaller voltage fluctuations. Droop curve gives the reactive power refer-

ence as a function of PCC voltage. Figure 5 show the voltage control droop curve. The dashed 

lines describe the dynamic support bounds. Grey area shows the dead band region, when the 

reference is not needed to change.  

 Ire/Irated

 V/Vrated

Dead band

Dynamic support boundDynamic support bound

Grid voltage drops Grid voltage rises

 

Figure 5. Reactive current static support according to voltage changes. [16] 

In constant power factor control, reactive current is controlled according to active current amount. 

PGU’s outputs must be follow constant power factor set by TSO. Power factor control can be also 

adjustable according to device active power. At low output power, the power factor is close to 1, 

and at the higher powers, the power factor decreases to predetermined value. Figure 6 shows 

BDEW’s adjustable power factor control requirement, where power factor changes according to 

device active power.  
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Figure 6. BDEW’s adjustable power factor according to active power. [15, p. 28] 

Constant reactive power control has a direct reactive power reference from TSO. References for 

static support is given from TSO either locally or remotely. Typically, time constant changing ref-

erence value is few seconds. In the IEEE-1547, the device should be able to respond to the 

changed reference within 10 seconds. [17] 

 

Reactive power according to active power value is presented PQ curve. The characteristic curve 

describes reactive power as a function of the active power [14]. The standards define PQ area, 

where TSO’s can predetermine the PQ curve. Figure 7 shows the shape of typical PQ areas.  

 

 

Figure 7. Reactive power requirements. [7, pp. 155-157] 

 

2.4 Fault Ride Through  

 

Different tests have been developed to test the fault tolerance of the devices. Typically, these 

tests deal with voltage and frequency levels disturbances. These tests are called generally fault 

ride through (FRT) tests. FRT tests exposes PGU for grid disturbances and check the accepta-
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bility of its behavior. During the fault conditions it is important to support the grid and stayed con-

nected, because PGU’s cut-offs would made network status worse. Therefore, the network mo-

mentary fault conditions have been assigned minimum times, when devices cannot disconnect 

from the grid. Usually FRT tests fault redundancy is presented voltage-time and frequency-time 

curves, which shows required operation times with fault. Another important area in FRT is to 

validate PGU’s active and reactive power behavior during the fault.   

 

2.4.1 Dips characters 
 

 

Grid voltage dips are usually presented by two parameters, the voltage dip depth and the voltage 

dip duration. The dip depth means dip phase-to-phase residual voltage related to nominal voltage 

or starting voltage. Grid voltage can be asymmetric due to asymmetric loads or asymmetric grid 

faults. Voltage phase angles can be shifted, and phase magnitudes changed due to asymmetric 

source. Behavior during the asymmetric dips are tested in addition to symmetrical faults in most 

grid codes. Asymmetric dips can be view generally two-ways: ABC classification or symmetrical 

component classification. The ABC classification is commonly used fault description way, which 

describe every phase voltage in cartesian plane vector. Benefit of the ABC is its easy under-

standability and compatibility with fundamental models. [8, pp. 453-454], [7] The downside to ABC 

classification is its incompatibility with real time control systems. Dip type or unbalance is not 

immediately recognizable. [8, p. 460] 

 

Three phase system unbalance analysis is simplified using sequence component classification. 

Sequence component classification defines grid voltage vector with sum of positive fundamental 

component, negative sequence unbalance component and zero component. Negative sequence 

component is the voltage vector which rotates to the opposite direction to the positive frequency. 

This negative component represents the asymmetry of the grid. Symmetrical component classifi-

cation is used to identify grid voltage imbalances in real time control systems. It allows better 

information for dip characteristic real time [8, p. 470].  

 

ABC voltage vectors can transform to symmetrical components using formula  

(1), where Fortescue operator 𝛼 = 1∠120°, positive sequence voltage vector is 𝑉𝑎
+⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ⃗ , negative se-

quence voltage vector is 𝑉𝑎
−⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ⃗  and zero sequence voltage vector is 𝑉𝑎

0⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  .  

 

 

[

𝑉𝑎
 

→ +

𝑉𝑎
 

→ −

𝑉𝑎
 

→0

] =
1

3
[
1 𝛼 𝛼2

1 𝛼2 𝛼
1 1 1

] [

𝑉𝑎
 

→

𝑉𝑏
 →

𝑉𝑐
 

→
] 

 

(1) 

 

In the power system, point of common coupling voltage is affected by the system impedance and 

the fault impedance. Point of common coupling voltage can be calculated dividing the pre-fault 

voltage by voltage division across the system and fault impedances. In the reference [7, p. 176] 

is derived sequence component based equivalent circuit for phase to phase grid fault. It deter-

mines dip parameter 𝐷 ⃗⃗  ⃗ to describe source impedance and fault impedance relationship. For 

phase to phase fault, dip parameter is described in the formula (2), where source impedance 𝑍𝑠
⃗⃗⃗⃗  , 

positive sequence fault impedance is 𝑍𝐹
⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ 

+
and negative sequence impedance 𝑍𝐹

⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ 
−
.  
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𝐷 ⃗⃗  ⃗ = 𝑉𝑎⃗⃗  ⃗
+

− 𝑉𝑎⃗⃗  ⃗
−

=
 (𝑍𝐹

⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ 
+

+ 𝑍𝐹
⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ 

−
)

2 𝑍𝑠
⃗⃗⃗⃗ + (𝑍𝐹

⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ 
+

+ 𝑍𝐹
⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ 

−
)
 

 
(2) 

 

 

Reference [8] defines seven different voltage dip types for three-phase systems. Different fault 

types have been collected in the Table 1 using ABC and sequence classifications. 𝑉𝑆𝑎
⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗ 

+
is pre-fault 

voltage vector in phase a, �⃗⃗�  is dip parameter and product 𝐷 ⃗⃗  ⃗𝑉𝑆𝑎
⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗ 

+
charsteric voltage of the voltage 

dip. 
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Table 1. Voltage dip types. [7, pp. 178-181] 

Type Voltages ABC Symmetrical components Phasor diagram 

A  

[

𝑉𝑎
 

→
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 →
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→
] =

[
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2 ]
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+
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2.4.2 Dips and transformers 
 

 

Grid inverters can be connected to grid using transformer increasing to the voltage. Grid code 

requirements define fault characteristics in the point of common coupling, which can cause differ-

ent voltage waveform in the inverter terminals because of the transformer. Voltage dip type 

changes across Dy connected transformer primary and secondary side. In the Table 2 has been 

compiled how dips type change different connection point in the Dy connected transformers. Fig-

ure 8 shows the measurement point what are used in Table 2. [7, pp. 179-180] 

 

Table 2. Voltage dips through Dy transformers. [7, p. 180] 

Fault type Measurement 1 Measurement 2 Measurement 3 

    

Three-phase A A A 

Two-phase-to-ground E F G 

Two-phase C D C 

Single-phase-to-ground B C D 

 

 

 

Figure 8. Voltage dips through the Dy transformers. [7, p. 180] 

PGU relative distance from the fault location affect device voltage due to fault impedance. Phase 

angle and magnitude of phasors depends on grid and fault impedances. Apart from the distance, 

the fault also affects transformers, which change fault types. PGU must handle defined faults in 

point of common coupling even there are transformers between PGU and point of common cou-

pling. Overall, grid impedances and transformers affect fault type and form. Because of that, in 

certification guidelines are defined test systems SCR and X/R ratios. 

 

2.4.3 Voltage 
 

 

Grid voltage magnitude has a defined normal range, where the PGU must operate continuously 

without disconnections. In addition to this, PGU must be able to operate without disconnecting in 

short grid voltage deviations. Requirements try to avoid PGU’s simultaneous disconnection, which 

can cause in the worst-case network collapse during the voltage deviation. Requirements testing 

has been developed for the tolerance test of the grid voltage deviations, which are called: low 

voltage ride through (LVRT) and high voltage ride through (HVRT) tests. In these tests, the PGU 

is exposed for the grid disturbance and behavior of the device is monitored. 
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Operation requirements during the LVRT is usually presented as a voltage-time curve as shown 

in Figure 9. The curve shows voltage area, where power plant has to stay connected to grid. Area 

A is above the red line and defines a normal operation area where PGU must run continuously, 

without dynamic support. Area B is limited with the blue line and it defines where PGU must 

continue operation. When the PGU operate in the area B it has to support the grid using reactive 

current injection. Area C present the fault area, where PGU may disconnect from the grid. Some 

grid codes can also require stopping operation in the area C. Stopping the device is tested with a 

“must trip” test, where PGU stopping is ensured with some tolerance [11].[18] Required dip toler-

ances varies greatly according to TSO’s. At least in Australia, German and Italy, grid codes re-

quired PGU’s stay connected with short zero voltage sag [19].  

 

 

 

 

Figure 9. Low voltage ride through curve. [18]  

Compliance tests are done running into PCC the voltage as Figure 9 shows. Purpose of tests are 

to ensure that the device stay connected to the grid and injects reactive current when operating 

in area B. Compliance testing starts usually from nominal voltage until it is dropped to fault volt-

age. UL 1547 testing method uses for the starting voltage the highest allowed operation voltage, 

instead of nominal voltage [17]. Usually operation is tested at several different fault voltage and 

duration. Symmetrical faults are tested usually, but also asymmetric faults are included into the 

testing program nowadays. Asymmetric faults are tested in medium voltage standard VDE-AR-

N4110, with 2-phase faults, where fault voltage is defined two faulty phase line to line residual 

voltage. Asymmetric faults can use the same LVRT curve than symmetric faults or there can be 

defined own LVRT curves for three- and two-phase faults like in VDE-AR-N4110. [14, p. 96]. 

 

LVRT tests observe reactive current injection during the dip. UL 1547 certification testing makes 

an exception, and reactive current injection is not required. After fault, device have to resume 

back to normal operation. Active power must follow limited ramp function. [7, p. 158]. 
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Grid overvoltage tolerance is tested high voltage ride through tests. Overvoltage can be occur 

because of line-to-ground fault or capacitor bank connection[20]. The purpose of HVRT is to en-

sure grid stabilization in situations where over voltage exists. Overvoltage deviations are less 

common than under-voltage dips, but HVRT requirements are still considered in most grid 

codes[19]. As like LVRT, HVRT requirements defines fault area, where PGU has to stay con-

nected to grid and continue operation. Crossing the limits, PGU can be disconnect from the grid 

to protecting the device. In Figure 10 is shown HVRT curve, where area A describe normal fluc-

tuation band, area B overvoltage stage where device must be continue operating and area C, 

where device may disconnect from grid. In the area B, reactive current must be injected according 

to reactive current dynamic requirements to decrease grid voltage. [18] 

 

 

Figure 10. High voltage ride through curve. 

Over voltage tolerate varying also according to the TSO’s. Typically, TSO’s define that devices 

have to stay connected with 120% or 130% voltage swells. Puerto Rico set the toughest HVRT 

requirement, and device have to stay connected one second in 140% voltage. [19] 

 

 

2.4.4 Frequency 
 

 

For frequency disturbance have been developed also ride through tests. Tests verifies device 

behavior with abnormal frequency conditions to ensuring grid frequency stability. Grid codes de-

fine continuous operation frequency range, temporary frequency disturbance and instantaneous 

trip level. For example, UL 1741 default frequency for continuous operation range are 58,5-60,5 

Hz. 299 s temporary operation is required when frequency is between 60,5- 62 Hz or 57-58,5 Hz. 

Must trip times for temporary frequency region is defined, and mandatory disconnect time is 300 

s. Instantaneous trip levels for over and under frequency are 62 Hz and 57 Hz. Overshooting the 

limits, must lead instantaneous trip in 0,16 s. [11, p. SA24] 

 

During the abnormal frequency, PGU has to follow active power requirements, what was spoken 

in chapter 2.2. During the over frequency, active power must be decreased according to droop 

curve. Active power droop in over frequency has taken into use also to the small voltage devices, 

when was discovered the 50.2 Hz problem in German. German increased photovoltaic capacity 

has required to stop running immediately when grid frequency exceeded 50,2 Hz. In sunny days, 

over frequency disturbance causes high amount of power disconnecting. High power gap causes 
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stability problems and blackouts in the grid. Over voltage power droop requirement came man-

datory in low voltage installation guide VDE-AR-N 4105. [21] 

 

2.5 Anti-islanding 

 

Island operation means situation where one or more PGUs operate with local load without con-

nection to the main network. Island grid is not synchronized to the main grid, and therefore fre-

quency, magnitude and phase angle can be different. TSO’s usually forbids running in an island 

mode, because of safety reason. Island operation causes safety hazard for maintenance workers, 

who assume the cables are de-energized. Reconnection can also cause unnecessary stress for 

connected devices, if phase angel and magnitude of the main grid and the island do not match at 

the reconnection time. [7, pp. 38-39] 

 

For distributed energy productions it is a realistic scenario that the grid is disconnected because 

of grid protections and PGU’s continue power supply to a local load. This leads the islanding 

hazards during the grid reconnection. Anti-island functionality is developed against the safety 

hazards of islanding operation and nowadays its mandatory in many grid codes. Anti-islanding is 

PGU’s functionality which detects islanding operation and order device to stop running. Detecting 

unwanted island operating is necessary, when grid codes forbid operating island mode. Typically, 

islanding detection response is required to be few seconds. [7, pp. 39-41] 

 

Grid codes use few different testing methods to validate anti-island functionality. Commonly used 

method is RLC-load test, where anti-island functionality is tested connecting adjustable RLC-load 

parallel with PGU and test grid. Figure 11 shows IEEE 1547.1 based RLC-load test environment 

circuit diagram. S1-S3 describes controlled switches. Test device is seen under S2 and RLC-load 

is seen under S1. RLC-load resonance frequency is tuned on grid nominal frequency and quality 

factor to the level what is specified in the guidelines. After tuning RLC-load, grid current is started 

to decrease and at some point, the grid will be disconnect immediately opening the S3 switch. 

Tested device must detect this for islanding and stop operation within 2 seconds. IEEE 1547.1 

require grid current is decreased under 2 percent from the nominal at the disconnecting moment. 

Tests are repeated using couple different power levels around from the PGU’s power range. [22, 

pp. 26-29] 

 

 

Figure 11. Anti-island test circuit according to IEEE 1547. [22] 
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3. HIL TESTING 

Simulator based test system use has increased, especially in the applications where wrong be-

havior can cause critical disturbance to other systems. Testing of simulators can improve very 

early phase validation and high reliability for functionalities. [23] [Chapter 2] Hardware-in-the-loop 

testing for power electronic converters has become more common in recent years. Test system 

performances has increased meanwhile costs have decreased. Simulation models code genera-

tion and compiling to field-programmable gate array (FPGA) has advanced and made emulators 

building easier and cheaper. Commercial devices for power electronic devices testing have also 

entered to the market. Commercial products have brought generic GUI’s to end user, which has 

allowed HIL usage with little effort. These trends have increased interest to test power electronic 

devices in HIL method.  

 

Grid code compliance testing process is long and heavy process to execute for device manufac-

turer. Big machine consumes much energy and infrastructure is expensive. Developing the new 

features include always risk of damage. Damage can be physical damage to the equipment or in 

worst-case cause safety hazard for employee. Damage of devices will cost but above all, it causes 

long delays for development process.  

 

HIL is an attractive method to consider for grid code compliance process. HIL system offer devel-

opment platform, which is fast adjustable with software. This enables testing many different con-

figurations and sizes using same test bench. The HIL simulation works with small voltages, and 

risk of damage is much smaller. Energy consume is lower than in laboratory testing and HIL 

doesn’t require physical space as much as laboratory systems. [4] 

 

3.1 Hardware-in-the-loop 

 

Hardware-in-the-loop is real time simulation technique, where part of device hardware has been 

included to test system and part of real device is replaced by simulator. In HIL simulations, the 

simulator is connected to the unit under test with digital and analog small powered signals. The 

simulator calculates mathematical response of the outputs of the unit under test and passes the 

feedback back to the unit under test. The HIL testing provides a way to test device functionalities 

and hardware in real time. Low power signals make system safe and energy efficient. HIL testing 

is suited well for control systems system testing, and it tests control hardware and software co-

operation.  

 

 

3.1.1 Differences of simulations 
 

 

Simulations and simulators are used in control systems design and validation. Simulations have 

a critical role in control system product development process. [3] Design of complex system starts 
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with simple models. As design progresses, more realistic systems are tested and simulated. Sim-

ulated target can be a small subsystem or a large, full scale system. In the simulation, the device 

under test must produce right outputs with defined inputs. General closed loop system can be 

presented as circuit diagram shown in Figure 12. Symbol U present system input, C system con-

troller, P plant system dynamics and Y system output. Closed loop system output is rooted to 

system controller as a feedback. The extent of system simulation depends on the simulation tech-

nique. 

 

C PU Y

-

+

MIL
SIL

CHILRCP

 

Figure 12. Closed loop system and simulated areas. 

 

Simulation testing can be divided into different levels according to which part of system is simu-

lated and how well the simulation describes the real system. The furthest simulation compared 

with the real device is model-in-the-loop (MIL) simulation. MIL is traditional way to test control 

algorithms before code implementation. In MIL simulation is described the control system and 

plant system dynamics in simulation target. This allows to test control algorithms performance on 

a general level, without device specific details. Implementation of the simulation requires less 

complex work and speeds up concept testing and controller tuning. MIL testing is used in product 

architecture planning or in the design and testing of control algorithms before embedded code 

implementation.  

 

A step closer to the real device is software-in-the-loop (SIL) testing. SIL use embedded system 

software and plant model in tests. Code is executed in the PC platform without connection to real 

system hardware. Difference for MIL is that control algorithms are changed to embedded code, 

which the real device will uses. Embedded code and plant model run typically in the same host 

computer and it doesn’t have a connection real world clock. If calculation capacity is available, 

SIL simulation can run faster than real time, and therefore fits well for statistical tests which re-

quired many runs. SIL simulations can be executed fast, but because of test platform differences, 

embedded system timings are not tested. SIL tests still algorithms and embedded code imple-

mentation. [3,23] [Chapter 9] 

 

When embedded controller code is executed in real system hardware, but plant model is still 

simulated, it is called control hardware-in-the-loop (CHIL) testing. CHIL testing connects the de-

vice’s control hardware to test simulation and use the control hardware as the program execution 

platform. Hardware communicates with a real time emulated plant model with small powered sig-

nals. Testing expands code implementation to concern hardware limitations, physical communi-

cations latencies, CPU performance, memory adequacy, sensors with noise, and other actuators. 

CHIL testing happened real time, and it cannot accelerate or slow down.  
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In case when power hardware is controlled for simulator, it is called rapid control prototyping 

(RCP). In RCP control functions are simulated and device power hardware runs according to the 

simulated control signals. Prototype building with RCP is flexible and RCP should reduce control 

functions implementation time, and help debugging. [3] 

 

Simulation models use mathematical representations of modelled systems. Figure 12 shows 

which part of system is modeled in the systems presented. MIL and SIL require controller and 

plant model simulation. The CHIL models the dynamics of the plant and RCP models the opera-

tion of the controller. MIL and SIL are executed in the same target, which allows faster simulation 

and distributed calculations. 

 

3.1.2 HIL techniques 
  

 

Hardware-in-the-loop simulation implementation can be divided into four different structure: PC 

based, custom processor based, supercomputer based and field-programmable gate array 

(FPGA) based systems. PC based system runs simulation using generally purpose processors. 

PC based systems benefits are considered lower cost and fast system development cycle com-

pare to custom based systems. Custom processors are optimized to execute predefined simula-

tions for example using reduced instruction sets. However, generally purpose processors have 

displaced custom processors today. With very large simulations, supercomputer and clusters 

technology are used. [24,25] 

 

During the last years, FPGA based systems have become a popular technique in real time simu-

lations. FPGA’s computing capability is increasing much at the same when costs are decreased 

a lot [26]. FPGA offers high parallel calculation performance, which can run power electronic cir-

cuits with few hundred nano second simulation steps, or even smaller. The calculation happens 

by predetermined logic blocks in the FPGA. FPGA circuits are reprogrammable, allowing for dif-

ferent circuit variations. The logic of the FPGA is described by different hardware description 

languages, which are translated into the circuit. Synthesis tools allows you to see a critical timing 

path that prevents specified timing overflows. Calculation can utilize highly paralleled calculations 

and simulation time doesn’t change according to changed inputs or references like in CPU sys-

tems. Timing predicting is a benefit in real time simulations and allows to use the calculation 

capacity fully without safety margins. FPGA based implementations have been facilitated auto-

matic code generation tools that have come to the market. Tools transform simulation models to 

hardware description languages. [23-25] 

 

FPGA implementation require fixed-point arithmetic’s. Fixed-point numbers are determined by bit 

length for integer and fraction part. Advantages of fixed-point compare floating points is the im-

plementation of arithmetic’s operations, which allows smaller latency and fewer reserved area in 

the FPGA. Disadvantage of fixed-point is integer and fraction part required design for each appli-

cation and system. This is because fixed-point numerical accuracy is not scalable like floating 

point numbers. Floating-point numbers are more accurate compared with fixed points when val-

ues are highly changing. The number of significant digits of floating-point numbers does not 

change as you move in the value range. In fixed-point numbers, too small integer part causes 

overflow and too small fraction part causes quantization error. Manual fixed-point design can take 

big part of model development time, even 50 percent of total time. Therefore, it is desirable to use 

automatic fixed-point design tools to avoid overflows, quantization errors and wastage of FPGA 

resource due to too long word lengths. [27] 
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Smaller simulation step demand higher numerical accuracy. For example, integral outputs can 

have quantization error when discrete time model simulation step is short. Quantization error 

causes instability and accuracy problems in the model. Changing the model simulation step 

length, must be taken into account in the fixed-point word length, if automatic tools are not used.  

 

3.1.3 Timing requirements 
 

 

Real time simulator requirements differ from offline simulations. Offline simulations are usually 

not time critical and calculating the simulation step can be take more time than defined simulation 

step length is. Offline simulations are often use variable step solvers to improve state of change 

accuracy. Variable step solver decreases simulation step length when it detects a dynamic phe-

nomenon which requires higher accuracy. Decreased simulation step improves the accuracy of 

dynamic transients and nonlinear models. On the other hand, variable step solver speeds up the 

simulation of easier parts by extending time step. Variable simulation step can be use in off-line 

simulations, because there is not physical time requirement for simulation step calculation. In 

Figure 13a and Figure 13b is described offline simulation progress according to real world time. 

In Figure 13a simulation time runs faster than real time, and in Figure 13b simulation runs slower 

than real time. [23] 

 

Real time simulations output calculation is more time critical. Simulation step calculation must 

happen faster than physical time runs. Due to higher time criticality, real time simulations time 

step length cannot decrease indefinitely, because smaller simulation step decreases used calcu-

lation time. Real time requirement together with limited calculation resources cause limits for 

model dimension and the used time step. In Figure 12Figure 13c, is shown online simulation time 

comparing to real time. Shortening the time used for simulation does not speed up the simulation, 

because simulation is synchronizing the real-world clock. Fixed simulation step improves predic-

tively of calculation time. In practice real time simulations using fixed time step simulation due the 

constant calculation time. [23] 
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Figure 13. Simulation progress according to real world time a) faster than real time b) 

slower than real time c) synchronized to real time. [23] 

 

In nonlinear HIL system, switching events happen asynchronous with simulation sampling. 

Switching state can change at the beginning or at the end of the simulation step. Switching state 

can even change few times during the simulation step, and the effect of change is aliasing in the 

simulation. The biggest error occurs when switching state is changed state just after sampling 

time. The changing input delay causes jittering effect for system outputs [23]. Jittering error is 

tried to fix by oversampling input signals. An oversampled signal indicates a more accurate signal 

change over time, which makes possible to calculate nonlinear models more accurately. In Figure 

14 is drawn input signal effect to simulation. Signal A illustrates the change in control signal be-

tween simulation steps. Signal B is illustrating control signal affect to simulation, without over-

sampled input signal. Signal B is control signal affect to simulation with oversampled input signal. 

As from the Figure 14 can see, oversampled signal average value is correct to the next simulation 

step. Without oversampling, the simulation always follows the state at the time of sampling, and 

an error in the average of the signal occurs. 

 

 

Figure 14. Input signal effect to simulation a) input signal b) effect in simulation without 

oversampling c) effect in simulation with oversampling.  
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Generally, simulation step should be 5-10 % of the smallest system time constant. Most mechan-

ical systems dynamics can be modelled milliseconds timesteps. Modelling electromagnetic tran-

sients, for example power network systems, 30-50 µs time steps is generally been considered 

sufficient for 2 kHz transients. [3] Switching frequency for grid connected converters can be rise 

up to 20 kHz and then recommended simulation step for electromagnetic transients should be 5 

µs or lower. However, modeling switching power electronic converter, PWM signal resolution re-

quire much smaller timesteps. At least a hundred nanosecond simulation steps is required if not 

using PWM signal oversampling methods. [23] Some sources speak of up to ten nano seconds 

time steps [3].  

 

According to previous, required time-step requirements change with different systems. Every sys-

tems simulation doesn’t have to run at same time level and multitasking can be used for different 

systems. For example, system level simulation can be calculated with a long simulation step, 

while power electronic circuit in smaller steps. [24] 

 

3.1.4 Total latency 
 

 

Long latency causes unwanted instability to control system, and distortions in results. Therefore, 

the total latency is tried to minimize in real time simulators. In addition to the simulation delay, the 

total delay of the system consists of also other delays. Input to output latency is called loop-back 

latency and it consists of signal reception, simulation time, data processing and output signal 

transmission delay.  

 

Signal reception and sending cause delay in simulator, because of analog signal interface and 

digital signal processing. HIL’s analog input signals have to convert to digital format and after 

processing, convert back to analog from. Converting analog signals to digital format happens AD 

converter, which change continuous analog signal to discrete time digital signal. In the conver-

sion, analog signal is represented with a finite-digital number, which cause quantization error. 

Maximum quantization error in AD conversion is +/- ½ of least significant bit resolution. Least 

significant bit resolution is the analog signal range divided by possible digital stages like equation 

(3) shows. In AD conversion, continuous signal has to hold at constant level during the reading. 

This holding time cause delay for signal transition. Digital to analog conversion happened in DA 

converter. DA conversion has also a delay, which is coming from the analog circuit settling time. 

Latency of signal conversions can be significant compare with the simulation step and therefore 

conversion performance is important HIL system. [28] 

 

 
𝐴𝑙𝑠𝑏 =

𝑝ℎ𝑦𝑠𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒

2𝑁
 

 

(3) 

 

Data transfer between the devices can also use digital format. Then signal has only 2 logical 

levels, 0 and 1. Benefits of using only two logical levels is smaller latency comparing to multi-level 

transforms. The conversion circuit do not have to be as accurate as they sense only two states. 

Therefore, its highly recommend using digital signals, when its possible because of the lower 

latency.  
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3.2 Software testing 

 

Software testing is important function in R&D to improve quality and verify product functionalities. 

Modern view for testing procedure is part of the whole product development process instead of 

one separately R&D phase. Literature introduces different models about software development 

process. Sequential model describes every chronological stage of the software development pro-

cess separately. The idea of the model is that move on to the next step once the previous action 

has reached a clear milestone. A waterfall model is a traditional sequential model, which consist 

of requirement definition, design, implementation, verification, product delivery and maintenance 

stages. [29, p. 44] 

 

Testing of product is considered sometimes a single phase of the development cycle. Nowadays 

software testing is connected through the development cycle and goes hand on hand with devel-

opment. Continuous testing is often described as a V-model, which links each development 

phases to testing. Figure 15 shows a traditional software testing V-model. The left side of the 

model describes software development process activities and the right-side testing activities. 

Same vertical position activities are connected together and describe development phase testing. 

V-model shows how the testing can be planed step by step according to the development. [30] 

[p. 32] 

 

Software requirements

Software architecture

Software design

Software implementation

Acceptance testing

System testing

Integration testing

Unit testing

 

Figure 15. Software testing V-model. [30, p. 33] 

 

According to V model, testing can be thought to consist of four different levels: unit testing, inte-

gration testing, system testing and acceptation testing. Unit testing, or component level testing is 

used in low-level module testing and verification. It ensures component, module, or function be-

have like it is defined. Testing happens usually independently of each other components, which 

excludes other components malfunctions to test process. Unit testing occurs usually during the 

software implementation phase, where individual developer makes the functionality. Unit tests 

are developer support tool for module interface testing and broken tests will be fixed directly by 

the developer. [29, p. 59] 

 

In integration testing, modules are merged together and tested work together. This kind of testing 

purpose is to test modules interfaces working together and avoid the unwanted behaviors of new 

development. The scope of the integration test may consist of combining two modules into a 
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complete system. It can test integration of software components, software components and hard-

ware or device integration to other external systems. Integration testing identifies data handling 

and transaction rates between those chosen components. Tests can be also functionals, which 

tests system resource capability, example CPU or memory performance. In V-model, integration 

testing is linked to software design. That describe software design importance of different mod-

ules integration process. [29, p. 60] 

 

System level testing tests action of the full software or system. System testing is software testing 

where whole system is under testing conditions. Purpose is to find product level malfunctioning, 

which affect the customer. System testing can test functional and non-functional actions for the 

device. Functional tests test product use in real life situations. Test environment simulate possible 

customer operations with fully device. It tests that system behave like it is defined to behave. 

Usually system tests are implemented black-box principle, where device input to output relation-

ship is only monitored. [31] 

 

Purpose of acceptance is to validated system functional and non-functional operation before de-

livery. Testing is done according to the device requirements and specifications. Requirements 

may come from general standards, user requirements, or internal product requirements. If earlier 

testing tried to find faults from system, acceptance testing tries to show absence of faults and 

fulfillment of requirements. Acceptation testing is typically done for very close to delivery stage, 

when system level testing is done. Acceptance testing is also often execute using black box test-

ing principle with real system. Certification testing is one type of acceptance testing. Certification 

testing purpose is showing the device meet with specific standards. Certification testing is done 

under the supervision of external certificate. Supervisor can require white box testing in addition 

to the black box testing. [29, p. 64] 

 

3.2.1 Test automation 
 

 

Testing automation is big part of software testing. Test automation is recommended, if same test-

ing will repeat few times. Automation always reproduces tests in the same way, which is often 

hard for manual testers. Coverage of the tests stays the same, regardless of the test person and 

can be more comprehensive than manual testing. Also testing time per same amount tests is 

smaller, because automation can test faster than human, without breaks or other restrictions on 

working hours. [31] 

 

Tests automation usually consist of a test infrastructure and external database repositories. The 

structure of the test automation is shown in Figure 16. The test infrastructure is built around a test 

framework. In center of the test infrastructure is the test framework which binds the test infrastruc-

ture modules together. The test framework responds to the execution of test cases, and the way 

how to execute cases. It extracts correct test cases from the test database and execute them 

according to scenarios and test configurations. The test config files contain important information 

from an automation perspective. Such information relates to the configuration of the device under 

test and information that affects, for example, test tools and the compilation of results. [31][Chap-

ter 16] 
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Figure 16. Test automation components according to [31]. 

 

The test framework is also responsible for controlling the device under test and measurement 

devices. The interaction takes place through the test tools interface, to which the test framework 

has access. Testing tools can interact with the device under test usually through two different 

methods, a graphical user interface (GUI), or an application programing interface (API). The API 

use message-level commands, while the GUI has access to graphical top-level interface.   

 

The test results have own database where the results can be stored and viewed later. The trans-

portation and publication of test results is the responsibility of the test framework. The results can 

be difficult to interpret, and report generator is usually converting the results into a simpler format. 

The report generator can customize the reports to different levels such as notification to the test 

organization, or a more detailed report to developers for debugging. [31] 

 

The test system must provide independent tests, that failing tests do not spoil other tests. There-

fore, automation system should be able initialize and reset used parameters for each test case. 

Tests automation facilitates the implementation of such repetitive things and increase test cover-

age. The danger of automation is still the use of broken or inappropriate scripts, which cannot find 

faults even the software quality is poor. That’s why manual testing and reviewing should not for-

get.  

 

 

3.3 Grid code compliance  

 

Compliance of grid code is important for two operators, plant owner and network operator. Plant 

owner must show plant compliance for network operator. Network operator must evaluate impact 

of the device on the network. Compliance is ensured with specific verification plan, which shows 

that plant meet for requirements. This verification process is a more open issue, as there is no 

common framework between network operators. Certifications are usually country specific or 

standard specific and are done by certification institutions. Validation usually happens by sharing 

devices technical details to certifier, presenting simulation models for the device actions and fi-

nally demonstrate real system actions. [32] 
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Power plant grid code compliance is usually divided to two-parts, plant certification and unit cer-

tification. Plant certification is made for the entire power plant to test its operation in the grid. Plant 

testing ensure whole system functionality. Because plant certificate is done to the integrated sys-

tem, verification happed in real location. Unit certification mean verification, which is made power 

plant individual parts. Unit certifications can be done in laboratory conditions and they do not need 

fully system in tests. Example for unit validation is inverter unit certificate, which prove inverter 

capability to comply with regulations. Once the power plant units have received the unit's certifi-

cation, the test load for the entire system is much lower.  

 

Development of the device grid code functionals should be follow the general software develop-

ment models. To ensure the device is behaving according to requirements, testing should be 

included throughout the product development life cycle. However, when speaking of grid code 

compliance, the focus shifts to acceptance testing. As mentioned, the acceptance testing is usu-

ally implemented black box principle, which is well compatible with HIL technology. To get valua-

ble results, the HIL test system have to demonstrate real system in a realistic way. For PGU 

modeling, the purpose is emulating converter power unit, LCL-filter and grid work. When the test-

ing scope is wider, for example whole power plant, modeling needs to be extended to non-elec-

trical dynamics also.  

 

The model has to be able to simulate grid code tests cases. This means that grid voltage magni-

tude and frequency must be controllable real time by user preprograming events. Power reference 

must be controllable for active power control tests. For the anti-island functionality, test circuit 

needs possibility to add parallel RLC- load and connectors. Data collection from model should be 

implemented in an appropriate way to the phenomenon under consideration. According to Nyquist 

sampling theorem, sampling frequency must be 2 times higher than researched frequency in the 

signal.  

 

Certification of the system is traditionally expected to be done with experimentally with the real 

device. Grid codes generally do not have many mentions of HIL testing. In VDE-AR-N 4110 has 

a one mention for hardware-in-the-loop testing, which allows voltage controller test using HIL 

system, if generators test is impossible [14]. In FGW TR3's annex L, is allowed HIL simulation for 

the voltage regulator and the primary controller when is tested PGU’s operation with directly cou-

pled synchronous motor [33]. According to this can be deduced that HIL testing is not yet a very 

common certification tool.  

 

 

3.3.1 System validation 
 

 

 

Question of simulation testing is always appropriate model accuracy. Whether the accuracy of 

the model is sufficient compared to the real world and is result of simulation usable and enough 

accurate to validate device functionality. Simulations never correlate perfectly to the real world 

and developer has to made decision when accuracy is good enough for the used application. The 

effect of price and value for user is illustrated in Figure 17 when confident of the model is in-

creased. At the beginning, the value for user increases much faster than the cost. However, even-

tually there is a point where can argue that the cost of increasing the model validity does not 

increase the value for user enough to justify confidence increasing. 
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Figure 17. Value and cost in model validation. Based to [34]. 

 

There isn’t one specific test for simulations, which can prove simulation accuracy is enough. Grid 

converter properties varying and there are different sizes, different hardware configuration and 

different switching frequency devices, which all effect modeling accuracy. HIL testing doesn’t 

have guidelines for grid code testing in standards, so verification of model is hard. Simulation 

models verification and validation can be extended to HIL validation. Simplified modeling process 

validation consists of 3 different stage. Conceptual model validation, computerized model verifi-

cation and operational validation. Conceptual model validation examines used theory and as-

sumptions. It tries to recognize the model logical errors and input-output relationships. Conceptual 

model validation is done with experts. [34] 

 

Computerized model verification checks are validated model implemented correctly for used code 

or tools. If simulation has been implemented in a high-level programing language, then the focus 

is on code review. When a simulation language is used, verification focuses more ensuring sim-

ulation component functionality. [34] 

 

Operational validation validates that the model works in a suitable way to compared with the real 

system. It tries to ensure model utility and reliability. Important for comparing is that test environ-

ment is kept unchanged between real test and simulation. Operational validation process starts 

by data collection from the system which is modelled. After data collection tests shall be repeated 

on a system which is to be validated. Last step is comparing original data and simulated data to 

each other and check does it pass acceptance criterions. Some grid codes determine simulation 

model accuracy bounds, what system error cannot exceed. Every grid code does not accept sim-

ulation models according to error values, but model acceptance is done based specialist analysis 

for the model. [35] 
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4. TEST SETUP/SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

Part of the thesis was to build at working HIL- Drive control prototype and test a software toolbox 

for grid code testing. The chosen system was a commercially available Typhoon HIL 402 real 

time simulator. Typhoon HIL is designed to simulate electrical circuit for power electronic device 

testing and development purposes. Typhon HIL offers library components for modeling grid con-

verters and grid in HIL environment. Benefits of commercial system are easy maintenance and 

small amount of experience about HIL required to use system. [36] 

 

Device under tests is Vacon NXP AC converter control unit. In NXP is possible to use a grid 

converter application, which has several grid code certifications. Control unit compliance of grid 

code offers a good platform to test Typhoon HIL real time simulator for grid code validation pur-

pose. In Figure 18 is shown built system in action.  

 

 

Figure 18. Built test setup for NXP control unit. 

 

 

4.1 Typhoon HIL 

4.1.1 Hardware 
 

 

Chosen HIL simulator is Typhoon HIL 402. It uses Zynq-7 SoC, where is integrated FPGA and 

CPU’s in the same chip. The HIL chip consists of 3 main elements: FPGA solver, System CPU 

and User CPU, which are connected common interface. FPGA solver is used to calculate electric 

circuits simulation with short time steps. FPGA model is compiled from a user drawn circuits. 

Shortest possible timestep for model in FPGA is 500 ns. Model can be divided 4 different FPGA 
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blocks and blocks can interacts to each other with 500 ns delay. System CPU and user CPU is 

used for slower phenomena’s simulations. System CPU’s are used for low dynamics electrical 

machine simulation. User CPU is used in signal processing calculations, which user can define 

in the model. CPU executing time cannot be know in advance, and possible CPU overload must 

be checked during simulation.  

 

Communication between HIL simulation and tested device happened using with 16 analog inputs, 

16 analog outputs, 32 digital inputs and 32 digital outputs. Latency of the digital signals are 250 

ns and for analog signals 640 ns. Simulation output data can be logged with 2 MHz frequency 

using the PC software. Communication between PC and Typhoon HIL work with ethernet com-

munication.[36] Figure 19 shows the communication between different devices.  
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Figure 19. Communications between test system devices. 

 

Analog and digital signals connect NXP control unit and HIL simulation together. Power electronic 

device critical latency in HIL is the digital PWM input to analog output. This latency is called loop-

back latency and tells input signal latency to output signal. In Typhoon HIL the loop-back latency 

consists of input signal sampling uncertainty, state calculations and DA conversion output delays. 

Digital input signal can change state anytime, but it is not applied to simulation until the next 

simulation cycle. If the change occurs at the beginning of simulation cycle, sampling uncertainty 

causes maximal latency to total loop-back latency. Best scenario for loop-back latency is when 

signal change state just before next simulation cycle, and delay approaching zero. In FPGA, state 

calculation has a constant time delay, which is determined by simulation step length. Analog out-

put delay is caused by DA transformation latency. [36] 

 

Typhoon HIL loop-back latency formation is presented in Figure 20a, where 𝑇𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡 is sampling 

delay, 𝑇𝑠𝑐 state calculation time and 𝑇𝑎𝑜 analog output delay. With 500ns minimum simulation step 

loop-back latency of Typhoon HIL is 1140 ns. Typhoon HIL has possibility to improve PWM signal 

resolution to enable gate driver signal oversampling. Over sampling calculate model output using 

better resolution for the PWM signal. PWM input resolution becomes more important in high 

switching frequencies, and it is recommended to be use when switching frequency is over 4 
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kHz[36]. Figure 20b presents loop-back latency forming in oversampled mode. 𝑇𝑐𝑚𝑝 is compen-

sation delay and 𝑇𝑜𝑐 output calculation delay. Oversampling increase the loop-back latency  

𝑇𝑐𝑚𝑝 + 𝑇𝑜𝑐 = 2 ∗ 𝑇𝑠𝑐 compare to normal sampling. Minimum loop-back latency with 500 ns simu-

lation step and oversampling enabled is 2640 ns. [36] 

 

Figure 20. Typhoon HIL loop-back latencies in a) a normal mode b) PWM oversampled 

mode. Based on [36]. 

 

4.1.2 Software 
 

Typhoon HIL software center offers three software’s which have used this thesis: Schematic edi-

tor, Scada and Test suite. Typhoon HIL Schematic editor is visual model design tool which offers 

easy drawing tool for electrical circuit. User can draw a circuit diagram for electrical circuit and 

compile it automatically to simulator. Schematic editor purpose is that developer does not need 

to know FPGA programming, only knowledge of the characteristics of the circuit modeling is re-

quired. Model compiling takes tens of seconds. [36] 

 

Typhoon HIL use fixed time step simulation with discrete solver. Discretization methods are avail-

able Euler, trapezoidal and exact. Typhoon HIL models circuits using switching model principle, 

which describes the circuit as a linear time invariant system. Every switching permutation is rep-

resented own state space matrix, which are calculated to the FPGA memory during the compiling. 

The number of matrixes increases exponentially with the switches as is seen in formula (4).  

 
 2𝑠𝑤𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑠 = 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒 𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑥 (4) 

 

Exponential growing number of matrixes limit the number of used switches heavily. Solution to 

that is dividing model smaller solved parts. Divided circuits calculation is run in same time steps, 

but component mutual data transfer waits to the next simulation step. This reduces number of 
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matrixes states, because total number of matrixes is sum of each circuit matrix numbers. Tech-

nique allows to build bigger simulation circuits with several switches. Disadvantage is increased 

latency through the model. Electrical components can be divided into four different FPGA circuit 

in HIL 402, using model partition component in schematic editor tool. [36] 

 

Typhoon HIL SCADA is graphical user interface for real time simulation. It allows to customize 

user interface with widgets. Widgets are combined for preprogram functionality and user defined 

python macro code. Macro code allows to control model and observe its behavior with separate 

graphs widgets.  

 

Typhoon HIL test suite is test execution and precertification tool. It tests automatically the device 

with test suites and automatically generates test reports. Test suite idea is to use Typhoon HIL 

offered readymade test suites where user has to set only device size other basic test parameters. 

Suite offer three different possibility to control device: with HIL digital channels, manual user ac-

tions and python code. Tests library has BDEW – FGW TR3, and UL 1741 SA grid code stand-

ards. Test suite based closed source code and user cannot modify tests by itself. In testing phase, 

from tests found few small bugs, which user cannot fix. Also, user is dependent on tests provided 

by suite. However, tests interface to device was enough for python fieldbus and tests were able 

to run in built system.  

 

Typhoon HIL offers wide application programming interfaces (API) interface for simulation and 

circuit diagrams drawing, which allows other test frameworks use. The API has python interface, 

which lets user to edit schematic editor models, and start the model compiling with python scripts. 

Also changing the simulation parameters and controlling the state of simulation works easily 

through the API.  

 

4.2 Drive 

 

Device under test is a Vacon NXP control unit. Chosen device nominal current is 240 ampere and 

nominal voltage 400 volts. Vacon ARFIF106 grid converter application was used in the testing. 

ARFIF106 is an application, which has certified grid code functionality for several countries. In 

practice German grid code parameters were used.  

 

Drive power unit electrical model has been simulated in the HIL. Communication between HIL 

and drive is done using analog and digital signals. Figure 19 shown communication between 

system different parts. Phase currents, phase voltages and dc-link voltage measurements use 

analog signals from HIL. Signals are routed straight from HIL to NXP measurement board except 

phase voltage measurement, which use external D7 option card. Main circuit breaker control uses 

an option card analog signal, which is routed to HIL’s digital input channel.  

 

The Vacon NXP control card is controlled through fieldbus. Typhoon HIL test suite allows analog, 

digital or Python script control to set drive necessary references. Because of capabilities of soft-

ware, communication was implemented in Python code and fieldbus. Starting and stopping the 

device modulation were implemented own functions. In enabling independent tests, were imple-

mented fault clearance function, which cleared all faults and trips before test. This made possible 

to execute new tests after failing test. Drive status bit logging was also implemented in python to 

get more information device status during the tests. 
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In LVRT tests have to control active and reactive power references. Setting reactive and active 

current references during the run time, implemented own functions for both references. Even all 

functions above succeeded to implement, used fieldbus communication had problems to change 

all application interface variables. Setting reactive current injection slope was failed through the 

fieldbus. Therefore, setting the reactive current injection slope had to do with manually.  

 

4.3 Plant model 

 

The plant model is drawn with the Typhoon HIL schematic editor tool. The editor offers basic 

electrical component and specific Typhoon own library electrical components for the rectifier 

bridge and grid. The purpose of the model is to describe the inverter, LCL-filter and grid dynamics. 

A complete schematic editor model is presented in Appendix A. 

 

The schematic model of the HIL-model is shown in Figure 21. Tested drive used grid following 

control, which require constant DC-supply. That allows active and reactive current control directly 

with the reference and removes the power controller from the model. DC voltage side is modelled 

with capacitor and a serial connected ESR-resistance. ESR-resistance present capacitor charg-

ing losses. Dc Meter component is placed parallel to the capacitor and it measure DC-link current 

and voltage. DC-link is defined with a current source, which is PI-controlled to keep DC-voltage 

at reference. PI-controlled current source present DC supply, which has low dynamics as the load 

varies. PI-controller is tuned for 7ms time constant, which is proper time constant for DC-DC 

converter voltage control.  

 

The inverter unit is modelled as a two-level three-phase inverter rectifier bridge and it is using the 

Three Phase Inverter component from the Schematic editor library. The component models IG-

BTs and diodes as an ideal switch. IGBTs has defined constant on-delay and off-delay which 

changing as a function of current. Off-delays are given using a linear fitting curve between 0 A 

and 1035 A current. 

 

Dc 
supply

Inverter 
unit

LCL
Grid 

simulator

I/O

Grid voltage
Current

Dc Ref

DC voltage Grid voltage ref

 

Figure 21. Components of the simulation model. 

 

 

In LCL-filter model, inductance and capacitance has a series resistance. Filter values are taken 

from laboratory bench filter in per-unit scale and changed SI units to HIL model.  

 

Grid model use Typhoon HIL Grid Simulator component. The component models the grid as a 

resistance, inductance and sine generator series connection. Sine generator is given the RMS 
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value, frequency, harmonic components and phase angle of the grid voltage. Sine generator volt-

age can be change during run-time, which is necessary for generating various network failures in 

grid code test. Grid simulator usage is necessary, when using Test Suite tool for grid code testing 

and that is why it was wanted to be used in tests. Test suite calculates voltages during the dip 

automatically, but running manual tests, sine generator parameters are calculated according to 

short circuit ratio. Measurement for grid voltage, current and DC-voltage are added to model ac-

cording to Figure 21.  
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5. SYSTEM PERFORMANCE 

System performance was validated comparing laboratory real drive and HIL setup performance 

to each other. Validation was accomplished by running both systems with the same references, 

collecting data and comparing results. Running with same input, and same system should gener-

ate same outputs. To get comprehensive knowledge for system capacity and behavior, it was 

decided to compare systems in grid dynamic situation.  

 

5.1 Laboratory setup 

 

Laboratory tests were made in Danfoss laboratory with real device. Test setup circuit diagram is 

described in Figure 22, where tested device is shown left side of transformer. Tested device was 

run in grid following control mode, which controls output current. Active and reactive power is 

adjustable by current magnitude and phase shift. Inverter in grid following control mode needs 

grid voltage to operate, because it cannot construct the voltage itself. Active power control allows 

possibility to dc-voltage control, and therefore DC-DC converter supply isn’t necessary. DC-DC 

converter supply was still used to control the DC-voltage, which allowed active and reactive power 

control with device parameters.  

 

Line impedance stabilization network was used in the laboratory tests, which is seen right side of 

the Yy transformer in the Figure 22. Line impedance stabilization network produces AC voltage 

as real grid would. The nominal power of the line impedance stabilization network was 4 times 

the nominal power of the tested device. Line impedance stabilization network runs in grid forming 

control mode, controlling output voltage and frequency. Different of grid following mode, it can 

make grid voltage itself. Forming inverters cannot control DC voltage, and therefore it needs con-

stant voltage supply to DC- side. In line impedance stabilization network AC-voltage control was 

used in two different modes, regulated control or constant voltage control. Constant voltage con-

trol fed only constant voltage without feedback information for the grid voltage. In this mode the 

steady-state voltage error can occur in the connection point for example if reactive current rises 

the voltage in the inductances. The regulated control uses connection point voltage as a feedback 

and controls the output voltage so that the connection point voltage is at reference. The constant 

AC voltage mode was used in asymmetric tests and the regulative AC voltage control mode in 

symmetrical tests.   
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Figure 22. Laboratory setup. 

 

Device under test and line impedance stabilization network were connected with an ungrounded 

Yy transformer. The transformer removes zero component from system and decrease voltage 

level from 690V to 590V for the device under test. The measurements were taken at the PGU’s 

connection point, low voltage side of the transformer and the sampling frequency of measurement 

was used 10 kHz. FGW TR3’s requires 3kHz sampling frequency for active and reactive power 

provision review and 10 kHz sampling frequency for LVRT tests [33]. 

 

HIL setup used the system is introduced in chapter 4. LCL-filter inductances are reduced to the 

DUT side of the transformer and summed up with the transformer inductance. This inductance in 

its proper per unit scale is used and the grid inductance in the HIL model. 

 

Measurement sampling frequency for the HIL results was the same 10 kHz as was with real target. 

Inverter control unit was implemented in a different power size in the HIL setup than real device 

in the laboratory. Therefore, all results are scaled to per-unit to get compared results. Tests were 

done by using typhoon HIL Scada software.   

 

5.2 LVRT tests 

 

Dynamic performance was compared using LVRT tests. LVRT tests offers high dynamic phenom-

ena in the grid, which can be assumed requires high modeling accuracy. LVRT tests are made 

according to the BDEW-2008 standard. In the tests, two different output power levels have been 

used. The power levels are 20% and 100% from the device nominal. 75% and 30% dip voltage 

were tested with symmetrical and asymmetrical profile. Both target dips are timed to begin at the 

same time, but duration of the dip had a small variance. However, small differences in dip dura-

tions does not disturb with the comparison of dynamic phenomena, because PGU has reached 

steady state during the dip.  

 

In Typhoon HIL Scada software, grid voltage is given by generator voltage phase phasor which 

magnitude and relative angle to the synchronous frame is given. In symmetrical dip, only magni-

tude was decreased during the dip. In the real target tests regulated voltage control was used in 
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symmetrical tests. In HIL target a slow I-control was implemented to get better match for both 

target steady state voltage. Type C was used as an asymmetrical dip, where fault is between 2 

phases. Phase shift of the faulty phase is calculate using formula 1 and Table 1 C type. Calcula-

tions are done assuming negative and positive sequence fault impedances are the same. In HIL 

target, voltage ramp time was set to use one simulation step. 

 

Three phase voltages and currents are presented DC-plane to make comparison easier. Sym-

metrical components are calculated according to FGW TR3’s Annex I, Calculating voltage, cur-

rent, active power reactive power. 

 

5.2.1 75% symmetric with nominal power 
 

 

First LVRT test was implemented with 100 percent power and 75 percent symmetric residual 

voltage. In the Figure 23 is plotted both target’s PCC 50 Hz positive sequence voltages. Compar-

ing to both target voltages, HIL and real target has a small overshoot at the beginning and the 

end of dip. From Figure 23 can be interpreted that connection point voltages match quite well 

steady state. Biggest different is seen in the end of the dip, when real target voltage has a higher 

overshoot.  

 

Figure 23. Positive sequence voltages during the 75% dip. 

In the Figure 24 has been drawn positive sequence currents at the beginning and end of the dip. 

Steady state error was non-existent, only active current has 1% steady state error end of the dip. 

At the beginning of the dip, active current waveforms are the same but HIL’s current has 3% 

higher values during the transient. End of the dip, HIL has more oscillation during the transient 

and settling time is longer.  

 

In reactive currents, systems steady state error is not noticeable. During the dip transient, currents 

following each other. After grid voltage recovery, HIL current has slightly more oscillation and HIL 

current has 10 ms longer settling time. Overall, device LVRT functionality still works as assumed 

and voltage accuracy is enough to get reactive current injection validate for small voltage dip. 
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Figure 24. Positive sequence active current a) at the beginning b) at the end, and reac-

tive currents c) at the beginning d) at the end of dip. 

 

5.2.2 75% asymmetric with nominal power 
 

75% voltage dip was repeated using asymmetrical fault. Output power was 100 % from nominal 

and dip duration 3 second. The Figure 25 shows the connection point voltages, where U1p is 

positive sequence voltage and U1n negative sequence voltage. Voltages match very well com-

paring to the HIL and laboratory. Voltage steady state and transient error are not detectable. 

 

Figure 25. Positive and negative sequence voltage. 

Device positive sequence active and reactive currents are plotted into Figure 26 and negative 

sequence active and reactive currents into Figure 27. In the positive sequence active current, 

there is no detectable error before dip. During the trip, 0.02 pu steady state error is occur. During 

the transient, the settling times and waveforms of the currents correspond well to each other. HIL 

target current has slightly higher spices during the transient. Reactive current steady state error 

is not noticeable before fault, but during the fault, 0.03 pu error is occurred. During the transients, 

positive sequence reactive currents behaves very similar.  
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Figure 26. Positive sequence active current a) at the beginning b) at the end, and reac-

tive currents c) at the beginning d) at the end of dip. 

Negative sequence active current has 0.02 pu error during the fault, but transient currents match 

very well. Negative sequence reactive current match even better, and error during the steady 

state and transient is under 0.01 pu. Only at end of the dip is a small difference between the 

targets. 

 

 

Figure 27. Negative sequence active current a) at the beginning b) at the end, and re-

active currents c) at the beginning d) at the end of dip. 
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5.2.3 30% symmetric with 20% power 
 

First 30 % symmetric voltage dip was made using 20 % output power. PCC positive sequence 

voltages are plotted into Figure 28. Steady state voltages match well to each other. During the 

dip transient, real target voltage has slightly more undershoot comparing to HIL. In the recovery 

situation, real target has a considerable oscillation in the voltage, which is not present in the HIL 

target voltage.  

 

Figure 28. Positive sequence voltages. 

Positive sequence currents are plotted in Figure 29. Pre fault currents match again for active and 

reactive currents. During the dip transient, HIL target active current increase 0.2 pu higher than 

real target current. The current error disappears when moving to the end of the dip. Reactive 

currents following to each other better. In the steady state, reactive current error isn’t visible and 

during the transient difference is small. Current oscillation is seen again after fault in real target.  

 

Figure 29. Positive sequence active current a) at the beginning b) at the end of dip and 

positive sequence reactive currents c) at the beginning d) at the end of dip. 
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5.2.4 30% asymmetric with 20 % power 
 

The 30% asymmetrical 0,75 s voltage dip for 20% active power was made. In the Figure 30 the 

positive and negative sequence voltages are shown. Voltages are very close again. Real target 

dip has 0.02 pu more overshoot during the positive sequence transitions, but steady state error 

is not observed. 

 

Figure 30. Positive and negative sequence voltages. 

 

Positive sequence reactive and active currents are plotted into Figure 31. Active currents start 

from same value and during the dip transient rise to the same level. Active current steady state 

values during the dip is still 0.07 pu higher on real target. Reactive current match again very well 

and in the steady state there is no noticeable error. During the transient, waveforms are close to 

each other and settling times match well.  

 

 

Figure 31. Positive sequence active current a) at the beginning b) at the end, and reac-

tive currents c) at the beginning d) at the end of dip. 
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Negative sequence currents are plotted in Figure 32. Active current steady state error in is 0.03 

pu. Reactive current steady state matching better and there is no noticeable error. In dip transi-

tions settling times are close to each other, although the waveforms appear different. 

 

Figure 32. Negative sequence active current a) at the beginning b) at the end, and re-

active currents c) at the beginning d) at the end of dip. 

 

 

5.2.5 30% symmetric with nominal power 
 

 

30 % symmetric dip was repeated with device nominal output power and the voltages are plotted 

in Figure 33. Steady state voltages match again well. During the dip transient, real target has 

more undershoot. Voltages are still under lowest reactive current injection point (40%), so differ-

ence shouldn’t affect reactive current support. End of the dip, real target voltage oscillates again, 

which is not seen in HIL's voltage. 
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Figure 33. Positive sequence voltages. 

 

Device positive sequence currents are in the Figure 34. It can see that in the steady states, cur-

rents are very close to others. At the begging of the dip, HIL active current rise much higher and 

settling time is longer. After the dip, HIL’s active current has a 0.2 pu magnitude error, and real 

target voltage oscillated again.   

 

Reactive current steady state values are same. Transient waveform has a small difference, but 

settling time is same for both targets. End of the dip real target has oscillation in the reactive 

current also, which isn’t seen in the HIL currents.  

 

Figure 34. Positive sequence active current a) at the beginning b) at the end, and reac-

tive currents c) at the beginning d) at the end of dip. 
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5.2.6 30% asymmetric with nominal power 
 

Last test was made for 30% asymmetrical voltage dip with nominal output power. Figure 35 shows 

PCC positive and negative 50 Hz components. Voltage’s accuracy followed previous asymmet-

rical tests and steady state error is not noticeable and transient accuracy were quite close. Real 

target has slightly more overshoot during the transients.  

 

Figure 35. Voltage positive and negative sequence 

 

Positive sequence currents are in Figure 36. Positive sequence active current steady state error 

during the dip was 0.05 pu. During the transitions, overshoot and settling time were same with 

both targets. In steady state, reactive current got 0.02 pu higher values in HIL. Transient wave-

forms are same and settling times close. 

 

Figure 36. Positive sequence active current a) at the beginning b) at the end, and reac-

tive currents c) at the beginning d) at the end of dip. 

Negative sequence currents are seen in the Figure 37. During the steady state, active current 

error is 0.02 pu. Transients settling times has no noticeable difference. The reactive current av-

erage is 0.06 pu higher in real target during the dip.  
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Figure 37. Negative sequence active current a) at the beginning b) at the end, and re-

active currents c) at the beginning d) at the end of dip. 

 

5.2.7 Analysis 
 

The practical test compared HIL system and real device performance. 75% dip voltages purpose 

was tests LVRT voltage accuracy. LVRT reactive current injection is depended on the grid volt-

age. In BDEW-2008 standard, reactive current rise 0% to 100% when grid voltage decreases 

90% to 40%. In this region, voltage accuracy effect reactive current reference, and small error in 

voltage is seen in reactive current steady state value. The 75% LVRT tests showed, reactive 

current steady state accuracy were good, and results were close to each other.  

 

In 30 % symmetric dips, reactive current injection was 100% from nominal. Because maximal 

reactive current boundary was far exceeded, was one variable removed from the comparison. 

The tests compared more model behavior with reactive current injection. In the 30% asymmetric 

dips, the maximal reactive current boundary wasn’t exceeded for positive and negative voltages, 

and voltage accuracy remains one factor affecting the tests. 

 

Biggest differences LVRT tests were active current steady state error. Reason for active current 

difference can be speculated to happen in the DC-voltage error. In the NXP control, active power 

reference is locked during the FRT starts when the grid voltage has decreased enough. DC-link 

limit controls can affect the active power reference just before power locking. More detailed DC-

link modeling could be considered in the future. However, DC voltage fed isn’t specified unit cer-

tifications. The choice has to be made, is system modeling the test bench, or the general situation.  

 

Tests showed that real target line impedance stabilization network had a difficulty increase the 

voltage back to normal after dip without great oscillation. Oscillation is not the desired functionality 

in the LVRT voltage. Because of the oscillation, it is not necessarily meaningful to compare volt-

age recovery situations.  
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Asymmetrical fault voltages matched better than symmetrical tests. Part explanation is probably 

the I-controller, which was not used in the asymmetrical tests. I-control tuning errors add one 

changing factory to system in symmetrical tests. Asymmetrical dips also seem to be easier to line 

impedance stabilization network, at least in grid voltage recovery situations. As mentioned, in the 

symmetrical tests the voltage recovery caused major voltage and currents oscillation, which is not 

wanted behavior in the LVRT tests. Positive and negative sequence reactive current were very 

close in both targets. Current steady state errors were low and resonances similar. Biggest error 

came up in the 30% asymmetric and nominal power tests, where reactive currents had 0.06 pu’s 

error.  

 

In transients, HIL system had only small error for settling time and waveform. Biggest error is 

occurred symmetrical 30% nominal power test. In some situations, HIL seem to cause currents 

more under shoot. 

 

Comparing results to real device, one has to remember the fact that the laboratory test bench is 

also an artificial test environment. When assessing system accuracy, the question is whether a 

comparison should be made to the test bench voltage, or specification’s voltage. For grid code 

compliance view it is more important that test system behave like specifications require. Pretest-

ing should be done again in the same kind of circumstance as the certification tests are made to 

avoid unexpected situations in the acceptance testing phase. Overall, tests showed that LVRT 

tests are successful with the built system.  
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6. CONCLUSION 

Grown distributed energy production has forced TSO’s to focus more on grid converter require-

ments. Grid codes define many functionalities for grid connected devices to ensure grid stability 

and electricity supply. Requirements mainly consider power quality, fault ride through capability 

and reactive and active current control. Also, island detection is required functionality in many 

TSO’s area.  

 

Hardware-in-the-loop simulation is proposed testing method for control functions. When designing 

a HIL system, on must take into account the required capacity according to simulated system. 

Accurate modeling of a three-phase converter requires 10-100 times faster simulation frequency 

compare to the switching frequency. Increasing switching frequency decreases usually also the 

LCL-filter inductances in commercial products. Then voltage error with smaller inductance cause 

higher current error according to the ohm’s law. Also, decreased simulation steps needs longer 

bit lengths to the integral outputs, which consume more FPGA resources. Needed simulator re-

sources increase faster than switching frequency increases. PWM signal over sampling is a pro-

posed solution to improve voltage accuracy in high switching frequency device.  

 

In this thesis was made a prototype for Vacon NXP grid converter control unit hardware-in-the-

loop testing purpose. The working prototype was successfully built, and grid code functionalities 

were able to be tested. The built system provides proper LVRT testing capabilities. Active and 

reactive current waveforms are as expected and the error to the laboratory tests wasn’t significant. 

It can be assumed that the built system has reasonable accuracy for low voltage ride through 

compliance.  

 

When evaluating the reliability of the comparison, one possible source of error is that two devices 

of different sizes were compared. The HIL system device was rated at 400 volts and 260 amps, 

while the laboratory device was rated at 600 volts and 260 amps. Devices of different size were 

chosen because bus-based signals from the controller to the HIL device was avoided using dif-

ferent sizes. The bus-based implementation would have required an extra adapter card between 

the devices, which would have required extra work. Solving the difference size problem, per unit 

scaling to all parameters and results, to get comparable results was used. However, this may 

result in an error. In the future, bus-based implementation should be an objective that testing 

could cover all NXP devices. 

 

The simulation model does not model IGBT forward voltage drop. The voltage drop is compen-

sated in the NXP control card, but not in the model, which causes error. Error is relatively small 

with large voltages, where the grid converter operates normally. Voltage error increase relative 

when grid voltage decrease. This can cause some error during the LVRT dips, especially if even 

lower voltages are used than the ones used in the tests.  

 

Most functional tests are done against a grid and the same model can be use. Island detection 

circuit is exception to this and in the future the compliance with IEEE 1547.1 island detection 

should be tested. 

  

The device and HIL system combination were proven to be relatively easy to setup in the chosen 

HIL system. Bigger challenge would have been to build a test framework around for the grid code 
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testing. Typhoon HIL’s Test suite offers testing platform for UL 1741 and BDEW-FGW TR3 revi-

sion 23 standards. Such a system could provide a complete test system, without large investment 

in test framework and standards. The downside of the framework is that the test system and test 

cases are closed source code. The maintenance, modification and addition of the tests is com-

pletely the responsibility of the service company. 

 

The reason why test suite wasn’t used, is that in the result comparison there was small differences 

with tests sequences. Sequences couldn’t be tuned the same way to get best comparison for the 

tests. Also test framework test time was much longer to compare with manual testing with Scada 

program. The tests could not be interrupted during the test, because teardown was unsuitable for 

that. Such deficiencies may be the result of the novelty of the test framework. A company consid-

ering a Typhoon HIL Test suite in pretesting should consider the strengths and weaknesses of 

the Test suite. Other commercial or open source test framework would offer better perspective 

from test automation. Typhoon HIL products benefits can be considered good python API inter-

face, which allows to use other test frameworks also. 

 

Introduced HIL system is proposed for use in internal pretesting for firmware change to ensure 

grid code compliance. Future investigation should focus on the use of HIL as a part of the certifi-

cation process. The question, could the certification institutions allow HIL technique to be used in 

the certification process, should be sorted out with the certification institutions.  
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